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Baltimore City, Maryland, HUBZone Business—Delmock Technologies, Inc., Opens an 
Office in Western Maryland, in Support the Advancement of our Nation’s IT/Cybersecurity, 
Advanced Manufacturing, and Transportation sectors 

 

Delmock Technologies, Inc. (DTI), is delighted to announce the opening of a Western Maryland 
branch on the campus of Frostburg State University; a HUBZone designated district. With the 
opening of this office, Delmock has demonstrated its commitment to assist Allegany County in 
its quest to refuel the Western Maryland region’s economic engine, and to facilitate re-
engagement of the community at-large.  DTI will play a critical role in how it educates and trains 
a pipeline of workers with digital and technology skills necessary to support the Advanced 
Technology Center (ATC) in Frostburg MD.  

DTI is working with industry stakeholders to develop dynamic cyber security training and 
certification-readiness program that will grow the workforce base of cyber security-certified 
candidates entering the IT occupations in key industry sectors.  Additional technology initiatives 
will include a National Quantum Literacy Convergence Accelerator program funded by the 
National Science Foundation (NSF). This award is the first ever grant which will be responsible 
for ushering in the newest taxonomy standards for the quantum information sciences.  DTI has 
partnered with Frostburg State University to select two highly-qualified undergraduate 
researcher students to support our team.  They will be beta-testing various conceptual designs 
developed by the network team.  

Our Private-Public partnership will support the IT/cybersecurity, advanced manufacturing, and 
transportation sectors to upskill its present workforce and train a new generation of workers to 
build a pipeline for Western Maryland’s future workforce.  DTI is well on its way to generating 
over a dozen well-paying new IT positions. 

President and CEO Winston Delattiboudere shares. “Through this partnership individuals will 

attain variety of support training including on-the-job training; customized training; incumbent worker 

training; Registered Apprenticeship Programs, Industry-Recognized Apprenticeship Programs, and pre-

apprenticeship programs; other work-based learning activities to create a thriving, self-sustaining IT 

workforce”.  

About Delmock Technologies, Inc. – DTI is a HUBZone, CMMI Level III award winning 
contractor – recipient of the American Public Health Association (APHA) prestigious Community 
Services Award for Outstanding Service. DTI has provided exceptional services to the federal, 
state and local government for over 17 years.  It has garnered a reputation for efficiency, 
innovation and collaboration.   A reputation built upon delivering, "high-quality, cost-effective, 
measurable, repeatable and predictable solutions to all ".  DTI provides Program Management, 
Business Process, Knowledge Management, Technical Infrastructure Support, Application 
Development/Integration, and Cyber Security/Information Assurance services. 
www.delmock.com  
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